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1 Prologue 
I am not a XF-specialist - I don’t work for a long time with it. So I see me as newbie with little 
experience in XF. As I think, that there are many out there like me - I have wrote this document 
parallel to implement the PopUp in the hope, this may help some others like me  
My native language is German I hope you understand this document nevertheless and… if you find 
some “English-bug’s” (or others), you can keep it for free…    

 

As I am not a XF-specialist, I am sure, that there are better ways to implement it (as I have done), 
but I think this document can help other newbies to take the first hurdles. 
 

Further the below described “solution” is my first (pre-alpha-)implementation - I want to enhance it 
further (there are many more PopUps to implement for me as described below).  
 

So I hope this document helps you and.. thanks for reading it…  
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2 Introduction to the (my) „problem“ 
We have a public web-portal, which - unfortunately  - is not servable with mobile-devices. Therefore 
we have created App’s with Xamarin.Forms to access the portal-data via Json-web-service. One of 
the main benefits of our portal is the possibility to search for various search-items, including e.g. 
select a city/zip-code (out of over 4’000) and others within a ListView. 
As there are so many search-items, the search-page has to be scrollable (= the StackLayout with the 
search-items has to be embedded in a ScrollView). 
The key-point was, to show all search-items on one page and make it as easy/fast as possible for the 
user to select items from the ListViews: 
Structure of the search-page (iPhone - greatly simplified, only small extract): 

 
 
As the search- and the cancel-button should stay on top of the search-page, they are placed in a 
StackLayout ( 1 ).The further search-items then are placed in a second “main-“StackLayout ( 2 ). 
The “main-“StackLayout” ( 2 ) is generated dynamically and is embedded in a ScrollView ( 3 ) so 
that it is scrollable ( 4 ). The Button-Stack ( 1 ) and the ScrollView ( 3 ) then are in a further “top-
StackLayout” ( 5 ) 
The search-items that are selectable via ListView (in the example the city/zip-code ListView) are 
implemented within a SearchBar ( 6 ). 
As soon as the user taps on the SearchBar ( 6 ), the corresponding ListView ( 7 ) is showed 
(isvisible = true). The ListView ( 7 ) is filtered automatically (by every keystroke, the user makes). As 
soon as the user the select an item from the ListView ( 8 ) the value is overtaken (for the later 
search) and the ListView ( 6 ) disappears (isvisible = false).  
This works fine in iOS and WP, and also has worked fine with older XF-versions on Android. 
With one of the 1.3-version, this don’t work anymore on Android (ListViews ( 8 ) are not 
scrollable anymore when they are hosted in a ScrollView. 
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I then have filed in a bug in bugzilla (“ListViews in ScrollViews are not scrollable anymore in Android”). 
The answer from Xamarin was:  
“Don’t use ListViews in ScrollViews - this will not work anymore in Android”.  
 
Further notes:  

 On my search-page, I have some ListViews (like the City/Zip-ListView), but also some special 
“Multiselect-ListViews” (custom object): 

 
 With the “Multiselect-ListViews”, the user can select more than one Item (in the example 

above to the “leisure time Guide” the user hast selected “Action & Adventure” and “Animals” 
(so he want to search for leisuretime-vendors, that have events with attribute “Action & 
Adventures” with Animals (e.g. Lama-Trekking) to later search for. 

 As also the “Multiselect-ListViews” are not scrollable anymore in Android, I had (as 
workaround) to enhance the size (Height) to the “Multiselect-Listviews” on Android, so that all 
Items are visible and can be scrolled with the main-ScrollView (instead of the ListView). 

 This is not nice!  
 
So… - unfortunately - I had to search another way, how to implement this functionality on another 
way…  
As I don’t want to use additional pages for each ListView on the search-page (bad user-experience, I 
think much slower, change logic of the whole search-page and implement additional logic over 
message-center), I have searched for a PopUp-Control to implement it directly on the page and… 
found the PopUp-Control from XLabs. 
 
As I think (know) that there are many developers, that have the same problem (show a 
ListView in a ScrollView) and as the implementation on an existing page is not so easy and 
“self-explanatory”, I have wrote this document to (hopefully) help some other developers. 
 
I further want to help “boost” the Xlabs-control (to which unfortunately only a marginal 
documentation is available on the Xlabs-Page until now).  
 
First, I want to thank Skall for his awesome work to create the control in XLabs. 
Thanks a lot for your work - thanks of your control, I was able to solve a big problem! 
 
I also want to thank Raphael Schindler who has helped me over the first hurdles (as I don’t 
have understand, how the PopUp works without explanations first…  
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3 Add XLabs to project (VS2013 - Update 2) 
My XF-project is based on the template “Blank App (Xamarin.Forms Shared)”. 
Note: I was on XF 1.3.4-pre-x, when I have installed XLabs.  

 
 Select your root-project in the solution-manager ( 1 ) and call the NuGet-Manager ( 2 )  

 Type “XLabs” in the search-bar ( 3 ) and select “Xlabs - Forms” ( 4 ) to install 

 Note: All depending packages then are installed automatically. 
 
Note: After installing an newer version as 2.0.5520, I had a problem with my WP-Project (some 
problems like “The name "LocalizedStrings" is not found in Namespace "clr-namespace: 
MatrixGuide.WinPhone".  

 I don’t know, if the problem is fixed when you read this, but I know, that 2.0.5520 don’t have 
the problem  

 

 And also all references in all sub-projects (iOS, Android and WP) are added automatically ( 5 ) 

 
 

 Done… the XLabs-Packages are now ready to use. 

 The XLabs-controls (like the PopUp) can now be used by simple add a using on the page: 
using XLabs.Forms.Controls;  

 If you want to use further services, you have register it as dependency-service in each platform, 
like described here: https://github.com/XLabs/Xamarin-Forms-Labs 
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4 Implement PopUp in existing Page 

4.1 Add it to an existing page 
 
using XLabs.Forms.Controls;  
 
In the class-definition of my Page, I have added: 
PopupLayout _PopUpLayout = new PopupLayout();  

 
Important: 

 The PopUp-Layout has to be the first Layout (View) on the page so that it is accessible. 

 So, I had to change my code to reach this 
 
Before I have implemented the PopUp, the Content of my page was set to “GanzeSeite”. 
Note: “GanzeSeite” is the name of the “top”-StackLayout ( 5 ) -> see ScreenShot above  
 
Content = GanzeSeite; 

 
I had to change that to: 
 
_PopUpLayout.Content = GanzeSeite;  
Content = _PopUpLayout;  
 
So that the _PopUpLayout now is the top-layout / top View and the methods can be accessed over 
the _PopUpLayout-object, e.g.: 
 
_PopUpLayout.ShowPopUp  // show a Popup   
_PopUpLayout.IsPopuiActive // check, if a Popup is active  
_PopUpLayout.DismissPopup // close a shown popup  
 
Now, we can define the actual Popup himself, e.g.:  
 
var PopUp = new StackLayout 
{ 
  WidthRequest = 400, // Important, the Popup hast to have a size to be showed 
  HeightRequest = 400, 
  BackgroundColor = Color.Black, // for Android and WP 
  Orientation = StackOrientation.Vertical, 
  Children = 
  { 
    PLZOrt_Label, // my Label on top  
    SearchBarPLZOrt, // my SearchBar to the ListView 
    LVPLZOrt, // The Listview (all Cities/Zip-Codes in the Datasurce -> List) 
  } 
}; 
 

4.2 Show the PopUp - easiest way 
To show the Popup, I first have added a Button in my StackLayout (see Screnshots ( 1 ) below): 
 
var btPopUpZeigen = new Button { Text = "Show PopUp", TextColor = Color.White, BackgroundColor 
= Color.Blue }; 
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To the button, I have implemented a click-handler: 
 
btPopUpZeigen.Clicked += async (sender, e) => // Ereignishandler zu Button btPopUpZeigen  
{ 
  _PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp); 
  SearchBarPLZOrt.Focus(); // set Focus to SearchBar so that the user can start to type…  
}; 
 
To show the Popup, there are three implementations: 
The simplest is, to only pass the PopUp as parameter (as in example above) 

 
 

 As soon as the Button “Show PopUp” ( 1 ) is tapped, the PopUp is showed. 

 If only the PopUp is passed as parameter, the PopUp is centered on the Screen automatically. 

 As I have defined a Size of 400 x 400, the PopUp is cut ( 2 ) on an Android-Phone, although it 
is centered ( 3 ), while it is showed correct on an Android-Tablet ( 4 ) with a (much) higher 
resolution.  

 As I also have a SearchBar on the PopUp (that is focused in the Code, the KeyBoard ( 5 ) 
appears automatically, what overlaps the PopUp. 

 

 If I change the WidthRequest of my PopUp 
from 400 to 300, It is centered on the Screen 
automatically (like before) and the Content is 
visible (not cut anymore) ( 6 ) 

 So, you have to care about the sizes of 
the screens your app should be served 
on. And… the unit of measurement is not 
the resolution of the device *1)  

 Another problem is (may be), that the 
PopUp is not modal: 
 So, if the (my) PopUp is showed, the 

user is able to tap on every control, 
that is visible (E.G. the “Search” and 
the “Cancel” button on the search-
page ( 7 ) ), when it is showed on a 
Tablet 

 As I don’t want that, I have searched a 
Solution to fix it (see chapter “The 
final cut” below) 

*1) E.G. the phone has a screen-resolution of 1080 x 1920, where the “real” Page dimensions are 360 x 615.  

So, there are a few problems to solve (see below), but it works, and the ListView really is scrollable 
although it is showed (on a PopUp) in/from a ScrollView.  
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4.3 Close the PopUp 
To close the Popup, you can simply call “DismissPopup() in an event-handler of your choice. 
In my App, I close the PopUp, as soon as the user has selected (tapped) an item in the ListView. 
So… I have added the following to to the ListView ItemTapped-event 
 
if (_PopUpLayout.IsPopupActive) 
{ 
  _PopUpLayout.DismissPopup(); 
} 
 

4.4 Further options to show the popup 
In the example above, I show the Popup with “autocenter”. 
We also are able to pass another element on the page and define, If we want to show the PopUp on 
top of the passed element or on bottom of the passed element.  

4.4.1 Show PopUp in relation to another object 
 
Examples: 
 
  _PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, ButtonStack, PopupLayout.PopupLocation.Bottom);  

 
  _PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, ButtonStack, PopupLayout.PopupLocation.Top);  

 

 
 
With “_PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, ButtonStack ( 1 ) , PopupLayout.PopupLocation.Bottom 
( 2 )” I force the PopUp to show below the ButtonStack ( 2 ) 
With “_PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, ButtonStack ( 1 ) , PopupLayout.PopupLocation.Top 
( 3 )” I force the PopUp to show on top of the ButtonStack ( 3 ) (what is no good idea, as there is 
not enough space (over the ButtonStack) to show the whole PopUp. 

«Button-Stack»

position = bottom

«Button-Stack»

position = top

1 1

2

3
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4.4.2 Show PopUp at defined position 
The PopUp also can also be showed at a specific position on the page: 
 
_PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, Constraint.Constant(0), Constraint.Constant(0));  
 
_PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, Constraint.Constant(10), Constraint.Constant(20));  
 

 
 

 With _PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, Constraint.Constant(0), Constraint.Constant(0));, the 
PopUp is showed on the top left corner on the page ( 1 ). 

 With _PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, Constraint.Constant(10), Constraint.Constant(20));, the 
PopUp is showed with some space between the page and the Popup ( 2 )  
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4.5 Work to meet my needs… 
Note: If you don’t want to read my try-and-errors (and findings), you can also jump to chapter “The 
(pre-)final cut” at the end of the document ) 
 
For my needs (your needs may be not the same): 
1. I don’t want, that the user is able to select another control on the page, if the PopUp is showed 
2. I don’t want, that the other controls on the Page are visible as they are in the examples above. 
 
To reach the target 1., it may be a solution to disable all other controls but the Popup. 
Another solution - maybe - can be to add an additional element to the PopUp, with the size of the 
whole page and transparent / semitransparent background… 
In my case - I tough (first) - this should be easy, as I have all relevant objects in two StackLayouts? 
So I added: 
 
ButtonStack.IsEnabled = false; // Stack with button’s on top 
SuchenStack.IsEnabled = false; // stack with all other search-objects 

 
or 
GanzeSeite.IsEnabled = false; // top stack (including ScrollView) 
 
and the same with = true after close the PopUp 

 
 

 Unfortunately this don’t work  

 The buttons on the page (e.g. the button “Aktuellen Standort (GPS) verwenden” (use gps 
instead of select City/Zip-Code) can be taped anyway. 

 I don’t know, if this is a bug in XF, as - in my understanding - this should work…  

 If I disable the Button ( 2 ) explicitly with:  
btSuchArt.IsEnabled = false; 

before showing the PopUp, the button can not be tapped, but all other elements can be tapped. 
Also the ScrollView can be scrolled. 
 I don’t want to disable all elements (and re-enable) on my “huge” search-page  
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 So.. what about isvisible..?  
 

 Fortunately isvisible = false / true works 
 
If I add:   

GanzeSeite.IsVisible= false; 
before showing the PopUp 
 
and: 

GanzeSeite.IsVisible= false; 
 

 The PopUp is showed “exclusive” on the page ( 1 ) without any Content in the background ( 2 )…  

 
 

and as soon, as a City/Zip-Code is selected: 

 the PopUp ( 1 ) disapears 

 the selected City/Zip-Code is showed in the Label ( 3 )  

 the page is visible again ( 4 )  
 
 So.. this will be the base-solution for me…  

 minimal change in my existing code 

 not illogical to user  
 
Another way may be - like I wrote above - to create a further control with transparency as “back-
control” of the PopUp and make it as big as the whole page. But this makes it (for me unneeded) 
more complex and give Xamarin a better chance to shut-down the app with a “breaking change”   
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4.6 Make it a bit nicer.. 
With the following code, we can show the PopUp on top, but centered: 
 
double Breite = this.Width; 
double Hoehe = this.Height; 
double Position = (Breite - 300) / 2; 
 
_PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUp, Constraint.Constant(Position), Constraint.Constant(20));  

 
Whereby the 300 (needed width to show the content) should be a global variable, that can be set for 
the needs (depending on what content we want to show in the popup): 

 The PopUp now is showed on top (“padding” 20) and centered automatically in the width on tablet 
( 1 ) and also on phone ( 2 )  

 
 

 Note: Depending on your specific Implementation, this.Width and this.Height may not work, as 
they are not filled (value -1) to the time, you create the PopUp (see also “The (pre-)final cut). 
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We also can make in a bit nicer, if we add a frame: 
 
var PopUpInhalt = new StackLayout 
{ 
  WidthRequest = 260,  
  HeightRequest = 400, 
  BackgroundColor = Color.Black, 
  Orientation = StackOrientation.Vertical, 
  Children = 
  { 
    PLZOrt_Label,  
    SearchBarPLZOrt, 
    LVPLZOrt, 
  } 
}; 
 
var PopUp = new Frame 
{ 
  Content = PopUpInhalt, 
  HasShadow = true, 
  OutlineColor = Color.Silver, 
}; 
 
In this example, I have renamed the StackLayout to PopUpInhalt and have lowered the widthrequest 
to 260 (from 300) as the Frame has a default-padding of 20. 
Then I have added a Frame with the name “PopUp” and Content = PopUpInhalt. 
The result is, that the PopUp now is showed with a Line ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) around the content (if you have 
good eyes, you can see it) : 

 
 

 Unfortunately, the thickness of the Line to Frame cannot be set and also the .HasShadow only 
works on iOS ( 3 ). So this - unfortunately - is only a small “optical Enhancement”. 
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Unfortunately, as soon as in Windows-Phone a Frame is used, the WP-app crashes, as soon as the 
PopUp is called a second time (maybe a bug in XF). 
 
Therefore, I don’t use a Frame for WP (instead I use directly the StackLayout). 

 To reach that target, I had to implement platform-specific code (with #if -> see the “The (pre-)final 
cut”) 

 
I further have selected BackGround-Colors for the StackLayout / Frame to the PopUp. 
As I don’t want to use any standard-color (like gray or so), but instead a “blue-black” for WP and 
Andorid, I had to select a hex-value as color. 
There is a good web-page, where you can visible select a color and then easily overtake the hex-
value. Link: http://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_colorpicker.asp 
 
Further, I have exchanged the SearchBar with an Entry (as I don’t need the “search-button” to the 
SearchBar and also it’s not possible to handle the Cancel-Button to the SearchBar, which only is 
shown on iOS). 
 
I then have detected a further problem: 

 
 
In my Implementation, I use a SearchBar (new: Entry) where the user can input some text to filter the 
List, that is the datasource for the ListView: 

 If the SearchBar/entry ( 1 ) is selected, the Keyboard pops up ( 2 )  

 If the user than type in some text, and the searched ListView item is one of the last entries, that 
is overlapped by the KeyBoard ( 3 ) (so that it is shown” behind the KeyBoad), the user is not able 
to select the item (as he cannot scroll to the entry, as for XF the whole ListView is “shown”) 

 So.. I have searched a solution, to make the PopPup only so high, that it is not overlapped by the 
KeyBoard (what was a lot of work) 

 Additionally, I want to show the PopUp in the center of the page 
This is only relevant for exactly my scenario (but maybe interesting anyway for you).  
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My second need to show PopUps is to show my “Multiselect-ListView” where the user can select 
more than one Item from a ListView. For this case, an Entry is not needed (and also the “KeyBoard-
problem don’t take place). 

4.7 “The (pre-)final cut” 

4.7.1 Important notes 
 The PopUp was implemented with XF 1.3.4-pre4 and XLabs 2.0.5520: 

 As I had problems with my WP-Project after update to 2.0.5522 (see Chapter 3), I have 
downgraded then again to 2.0.5520 (I don’t know, if the problems are solved in XLabs when 
you read this document) 

 With WP, I have noted some strange problems with the selection of the Items in the ListView 
(especially in my “Multiselect-ListView”), but I think, that problems come from XF) 

 With my implementation, the resizing of the PopUp works, if the user change the device-
orientation, before he loads the Popup. If he change the device-orientation, when the OpuUp is 
showed on the screen, the resizing don’t work (but I think this is a small issue) 

4.7.2 The Screenshots 

4.7.2.1 ListView with Filter-Entry on PopUp 
iPhone, iPad, Windows Phone, Android-Phone and Android-tablet. 
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4.7.2.2 Multiselect-ListView on PopUp 
iPhone, iPad, Windows Phone, Android-Phone and Android-tablet. 

 
 

 Note: I have note some problems with the “MultiSelect-ListView” in WP (I think this is a problem in 
the WP-implementation of XF) 
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4.7.3 Code 

4.7.3.1 Query Page-Height and -Width 
 This override is on the search-page and stores the Page-Height and Page-Width (and also the current device-orientation) in global variables that I use in the 

other code to size the PopUp. 

 You also can try to take this.width and this.height, but this may not work in every case.  
 
protected override void OnSizeAllocated(double width, double height) // called by every change of the page-layout 
{ 
   base.OnSizeAllocated(width, height); 
// 
  GV.iPageHoehe = Convert.ToInt32(height); // global variable, that stores the page-height 
  GV.iPageBreite = Convert.ToInt32(width); // global variable, that stores the page-width 
  // 
  if (height > width) // Device is on Portraet 
    { GV.bOrientierungPortraet = true; } 
  else // Device is on Landscape  
    { 
      bool AnzeigeWechseln = false; 
      if (GV.bOrientierungPortraet) // Orientation changed 
        { AnzeigeWechseln = true; } 
        GV.bOrientierungPortraet = false; 
        if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.iOS) 
          { 
           if (AnzeigeWechseln) 
             { 
              //  Do something, if needed (not implemented in my example) 
             } 
          } 
         } 
} 
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4.7.3.2 Define the Height of the Keyboards, depending on OS and device-type 
Notes: 

 I have determinate the values to the height to the keyboards (HoeheKeyBoard) by try-and-error  

 It may me, that the values are incorrect, if another keyboard is set or on other devices, or…  

 You need this code only, if you want to size the PopUp so that the PopUp is not covered by the keyboard 

 And.. I’m also sure that there are better solutions to do that  
 
public int HoeheKeyBoard() // Set KeyBoard-Hight 
{ 
int HoeheKeyBoard = 0; 
  if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.Android) 
  { 
    if (Device.Idiom == TargetIdiom.Tablet) 
      { 
         if (GV.bOrientierungPortraet) 
           { HoeheKeyBoard = 460; } 
         else 
           { HoeheKeyBoard = 430; } 
           } 
    else 
      { 
         if (GV.bOrientierungPortraet) 
           { HoeheKeyBoard = 270; } 
         else 
           { HoeheKeyBoard = 0; } // On Phones, no Height is set, as otherwise, the ListView cannot be scrolled 
           } 
   if (HoeheKeyBoard >= GV.iPageHoehe) 
        HoeheKeyBoard = 0; 
    } 
  if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.iOS) 
     if (Device.Idiom == TargetIdiom.Tablet) 
       { 
         if (GV.bOrientierungPortraet) 
           { HoeheKeyBoard = 320; } 
         else 
           { HoeheKeyBoard = 410; } 
        } 
     else 
       { 
        if (GV.bOrientierungPortraet) 
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           { HoeheKeyBoard = 270; } 
        else 
           { HoeheKeyBoard = 0; } // On Phones, no Height is set, as otherwise, the ListView cannot be scrolled 
           } 
  if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.WinPhone) 
    { 
       if (GV.bOrientierungPortraet) 
         { HoeheKeyBoard = 360; } 
       else 
        { HoeheKeyBoard = 0; } // On Phones, no Height is set, as otherwise, the ListView cannot be scrolled 
    } 
  if (HoeheKeyBoard >= GV.iPageHoehe) 
    { 
      HoeheKeyBoard = 0; 
    } 
  return HoeheKeyBoard; 
} 
 

4.7.3.3 Define PopUp-Layout 
 
using XLabs.Forms.Controls; // Using on the page to have access to the XLabs-Controls 
 
In the class-definition (after public class MG_SuchenPage : ContentPage) 
PopupLayout _PopUpLayout = new PopupLayout(); // Pre-definition for the PopUp-Layout 
 
To make the PopUpLayout the top-layout (important!) 
 
_PopUpLayout.Content = GanzeSeite; // GanzeSeite is my object with the whole page-definition / before using the PopUP, I had: content = GanzeSeite  
Content = _PopUpLayout; // Make _PopUpLayot to top-layout 
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4.7.3.4 Definition and handling of the PopUp for ListView with Filter-Entry on PopUp 
 
Button to call the PopUp to the Listview with Filter-Entry 
var btPopUpPLZOrtZeigen = new Button { Text = "PLZ/Ort auswählen", TextColor = Color.White, BackgroundColor = Color.Blue }; 
 
Note: The Button is added on my search-StackLayout. 
 
Note: the below on the handler added controls:  
  PLZOrt_LabelPopUp, 
  SearchBarPLZOrt, 
  LVPLZOrt, 

are defined on the search-page. 
 
LVPLZOrt is the ListView 
The PopUp is closed, after an Item from the ListView is selected (.ItemTapped) with: 
if (_PopUpLayout.IsPopupActive) 
    { 
     _PopUpLayout.DismissPopup();// Close the PopUp 
    } 
GanzeSeite.IsVisible = true; // Don’t forget, to make the page visible after close the PopUp!!  

 
The PopUp is defined in the Button-Click-Handler: 
 
btPopUpPLZOrtZeigen.Clicked += async (sender, e) => // event-handler to Button btPopUpZeigen  
 { 
  int iBreite = 400; 
  if (iBreite > GV.iPageBreite) 
   { iBreite = GV.iPageBreite; } 
     int iHoeheKeyboard = HoeheKeyBoard(); 
#if WINDOWS_PHONE // Special case, as PopUp in Frame crashes on WP, if called more than one time -> directly StackLayou 
// => See comments to the next # 
  iHoeheKeyboard = HoeheKeyBoard(); 
  var PopUpPLZOrt = new StackLayout // Define directly the StackLayout as PopUp 
  { 
     WidthRequest = iBreite,  
     HeightRequest = GV.iPageHoehe - iHoeheKeyboard - 20, // 
     Orientation = StackOrientation.Vertical, 
     BackgroundColor = Color.FromHex("#28283E"), // Link to Color-Picker: http://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_colorpicker.asp 
     Children = 
     { 
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       PLZOrt_LabelPopUp, 
       SearchBarPLZOrt, 
       LVPLZOrt, 
     } 
 }; 
#else 
  iBreite = 300; // needed width 
  if (iBreite > GV.iPageBreite) // for sercurity only 
    { iBreite = GV.iPageBreite; } 
      var PopUpInhaltPLZOrt = new StackLayout 
     { 
       WidthRequest = iBreite - 40,  
       HeightRequest = GV.iPageHoehe - iHoeheKeyboard - 20, // calculate the Height 
       Orientation = StackOrientation.Vertical, 
       Children = 
       { 
         PLZOrt_LabelPopUp, 
         SearchBarPLZOrt, 
         LVPLZOrt, 
       } 
    }; 
   if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.iOS) // Set platform-specific color 
     { PopUpInhaltPLZOrt.BackgroundColor = Color.White; } 
     //Note: Frame have a default Layout.Padding of 20 
     var PopUpPLZOrt = new Frame // set a Frame as PopUp and add the the StackLayout as content 
     { 
       Content = PopUpInhaltPLZOrt, 
       HasShadow = true, 
       OutlineColor = Color.White, 
     }; 
    if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.Android) // Set platform-specific color 
       { PopUpPLZOrt.BackgroundColor = Color.FromHex("#28283E"); }  
    if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.iOS) // Set platform-specific color 
       PopUpPLZOrt.OutlineColor = Color.Silver; 
#endif 
if (_PopUpLayout.IsPopupActive) // should never be the case 
 { 
   _PopUpLayout.DismissPopup(); 
  } 
   double Position = (GV.iPageBreite - iBreite) / 2; // Calculate the position (middle of the page) 
// show the PopUp in the middle of the screen and “padding” of 20 
  _PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUpPLZOrt, Constraint.Constant(Position), Constraint.Constant(20)); 
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   GanzeSeite.IsVisible = false; // Hide the whole page 
   SearchBarPLZOrt.Focus();// Set Focus to entry 
 }; 
 

4.7.3.5 4.7.2.4 Definition and handling for “Multiselect-ListView“ 
 
Button to call the PopUp to the Listview with Multiselect-ListView 
var btPopUpFreizeitKategorienZeigen = new Button { Text = "Freizeit-Kategorien auswählen", TextColor = Color.White, BackgroundColor = Color.Blue }; 
 
Note: The Button is added on my search-StackLayout 
 
Button to close the Popup to the Multiselect-istView” 
btFertig = new Button { Text = "Fertig", TextColor = Color.White, BackgroundColor = Color.Blue }; 
 

Note: The Button is added on the PopUp 
 

Eventhandler to Close-Button: 
 
btFertig.Clicked += async (sender, e) => 
{ 
  _PopUpLayout.DismissPopup();// Close PopUp  
   GanzeSeite.IsVisible = true; // Don’t forget, to make the page visible after close the PopUp!!  
}; 
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Eventhandler to “Show-PopUp”-Button: 
Note: The object: 
 LVKategorien, 

is my “Multiselect-ListView” and defined on the page. 
 
 
btPopUpFreizeitKategorienZeigen.Clicked += async (sender, e) => // event-handler to Button btPopUpFreizeitKategorienZeigen  
 { 
   int iBreite = 380; 
   if (iBreite > GV.iPageBreite) 
     { iBreite = GV.iPageBreite; } 
       var ErklärungsLabel = new Label 
      { 
        Text = "Hier können Sie MEHRERE FreizeitKategorien auswählen. (Bsp. 'Action & Abenteuer' und 'Kinder).", 
        HorizontalOptions = LayoutOptions.FillAndExpand, 
        FontSize = GV.iFontNormal, 
        FontAttributes = FontAttributes.Bold, 
        TextColor = GV.FarbeStandard, 
      }; 
#if WINDOWS_PHONE // See comments to first PopUp and below to the next # 
  var PopUpFreizeitKategorien = new StackLayout 
  { 
    WidthRequest = iBreite,  
    HeightRequest = GV.iPageHoehe - 80,  
    Orientation = StackOrientation.Vertical, 
    BackgroundColor = Color.FromHex("#28283E"), // Link Color-Picker: http://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_colorpicker.asp 
    Children = 
    { 
      ErklärungsLabel, 
      btFertig, 
      LVKategorien, 
    } 
  }; 
#else 
  iBreite = 300; // needed width 
  if (iBreite > GV.iPageBreite) 
    { iBreite = GV.iPageBreite; } // only for security 
      var PopUpInhaltFreizeitKategorien = new StackLayout // StackLayout for Content 
      { 
       WidthRequest = iBreite - 40, // Calculate the width 
       HeightRequest = GV.iPageHoehe -80, // to have a “Paddding” at the bottom - why ever here 80 needed (on the firs PopUp 20) 
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       Orientation = StackOrientation.Vertical, 
       Children = 
       { 
          ErklärungsLabel, 
          btFertig, 
          LVKategorien, 
       } 
   }; 
  if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.iOS) 
      { PopUpInhaltFreizeitKategorien.BackgroundColor = Color.White; } 
      //Note: Frame have a default Layout.Padding of 20 
      var PopUpFreizeitKategorien = new Frame // define a Frame as PopUp and add the StackLayout as content 
     { 
      Content = PopUpInhaltFreizeitKategorien, 
      HasShadow = true, 
      OutlineColor = Color.White, 
     }; 
  if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.Android) 
     { PopUpFreizeitKategorien.BackgroundColor = Color.FromHex("#28283E"); } 
 
    if (Device.OS == TargetPlatform.iOS) 
       PopUpFreizeitKategorien.OutlineColor = Color.Silver; 
#endif 
  if (_PopUpLayout.IsPopupActive) 
    { 
      _PopUpLayout.DismissPopup(); 
    } 
      double Position = (GV.iPageBreite - iBreite) / 2; 
// Show the PopUp in the center of the page with a “top-padding” of 20 
     _PopUpLayout.ShowPopup(PopUpFreizeitKategorien, Constraint.Constant(Position), Constraint.Constant(20)); 
      GanzeSeite.IsVisible = false; // Hide the whole page 
   }; 
 


